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for art, our life would be boring.

And But Or Nor

Some people say country life is to city life.

better best senior superior

I regret what I’ve done to you. I owe you an .

apology appeal appointment appreciation

Learning English can be to climbing a mountain with a high summit.

combined commanded compared communicated

My grandfather has not been feeling well .

late lately later lastly



This book is the second oldest in this library.

it one something that

The town the singer was born in 1997 is Sapporo.

where which who whose

Write down a list of the things you need for the trip. , you might

forget to buy some things.

As a result In addition Otherwise Therefore

My teacher suggested English grammar.

me study me to study my study my studying

It’s a pity the brochure printing mistakes. You should have checked

the original draft more properly.

abounds with argues against deals with stands for

An official at a major cereal producer says many buyers are women .

by the 20s and 40s over the 20s and 40s

per their 20s to 40s in their 20s to 40s



Is it all right if I get up, doctor?

No. In another couple of days, you can start to walk around and

get some exercise.

Thanks.

It’s never too late. Not once again.

Never again. Not right now.

I’d like to rent a car for five days.

Okay.

A subcompact would be fine.

What kind of model would you like?

Do you have a credit card?

Would you like an automatic car?

Do you have a valid driver’s license?

Ron, you’re late again, though you promised me not to. We’ve got to wait

30 minutes for the next train.

Sorry, my alarm clock didn’t work...

I won’t accept that silly excuse!

Oh,

please give me a break this time!

please give me my ticket for the train!

I’ll buy an elaborate clock!

I’ll show you around by taxi!



That meal was superb, Karen!

Glad you liked it. I’ve been taking Japanese cooking classes.

It tasted better than the food at most restaurants I’ve been to.

Thanks. It’s hard to get the right ingredients around here, though. I have

to

ask a chef for much advice on how to cook.

get everything in advance by ordering online.

read through all the recipes again and again.

show my methods and processes on YouTube.

Sharon, my computer isn’t working properly. I think it has caught a virus.

You know, the maintenance tasks to keep your computer

running well.

I don’t know how to do them.

It’s easy. I will show you later.

Didn’t you buy a new computer?

May I contact a computer expert for you?

Have you been doing your updates?

Would you like to get a vaccine injection?



Have you ever walked into a room only to forget what you needed? Or opened the

pantry only to forget what food you were looking for? I have these forgetful moments

daily.

I am a to start my mid semester break which sounds exciting. But first, I

have mid semester exams. Yuck! With the amount of time I have spent studying, I

have found myself forgetting b everything else I have to do. So it got me

thinking, what is the science behind forgetfulness? Is there a reason I am forgetting

every little thing at the moment?

Maybe my brain can not handle so much information at one time, or maybe I am

just a forgetful person. Psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus found in his research that

within approximately 20 minutes of reading a paper, people often don’t remember

c 42% of what they learned or read. Within one hour people can forget up to

56%.

Although there is no one reason for forgetfulness, there are 3 common

explanations. The first is retrieval failure which is the inability to recall a memory

without some kind of reminder. The second reason for forgetfulness is inference.

This happens when similar thoughts or memories get confused. The last is

ineffective coding which is where you simply fail to move the information from your

short term to your long term memory.

However, scientists say that forgetting may actually be the brain’s for

processing incoming information. Our brain is not a filing cabinet to remember

everything but a computer for making smart decisions.

Hopefully, my brain will kick itself into gear and remember some things during

my exams though...

When you happen to forget something, you may well try and guess which

reason the memory mistakes fall into.



a c

about more only rather

You can’t remember what job your mum asked you to do before she went

out and only remember when you hear her come home.

You meet someone new and you are so busy trying to make a good first

impression that you forget their name.

You order an ice cream but the server mixes up your flavor with the flavor

of the person before you.

You fail to remember the name of a certain singer but when one of their

songs comes on, you suddenly remember it.

disease idea object strategy

The writer is a student who spends a large amount of time studying the

human brain for exams.

According to research, people can forget more than half of what they learned

or read within one hour.

Scientists say that our brain is like a computer which can file everything.

The writer is so confident of his memory that he doesn’t study at all for

exams.

I Am a Forgetful Person Science behind Forgetfulness

Three Mysteries of Forgetfulness Being Forgetful during Exams



Quaker, a 3 year old German shepherd, is now a listening post for younger readers

at Westport’s public library in New Zealand. Owner Mr Gregg Quinn, a 66 year old

former journalist, said Quaker is well to the role. “She is very laid back. She

loves kids and she loves people. I think it’s quite soothing for her to lie there and

listen to the kids read. Also, I’m right there with them.”

Quaker has been a regular at the library since she was a pup. “She would come to

the library with me and got used to it. I’d sit down and read the newspapers and

she’d just lie there and sit by me for the next two hours.”

He said the dogs had been allowed in the library because there was no formal

policy around whether they could or could not be there. “You’d get people there with

their little dogs in their hand basket and older people with their wheelchair carts

with their little dog, and it was good.

Just at that time, the library management wanted to introduce the

service, a national literacy development program that involves children reading to

dogs. The district librarian Clenda Wockner said several libraries in New Zealand

and overseas run a ‘reading to dogs’ program. “The rationale behind this is that a

child who is having difficulty mastering reading is likely to see an increase in

confidence when able to practice reading aloud.” She said a University of California

study found that children who read aloud to a dog once a week for 10 weeks, showed

a 12 percent increase in reading fluency.

In a while, Mr Quinn was invited to take part in the service with

Quaker. “It apparently now means Quaker is hired as a member of staff, which

means she’s allowed in Westport’s public library,” he said.

Before being allowed the job, Quaker had to pass a set of quite stringent tests,

including being assessed by the dog control officer who watched her interact with the

children and adults.



Ms Wockner said dogs were great teachers because they listen carefully and let

children go at their own pace which increases relaxation in the reader. “It is an

opportunity to associate reading with something which is a rather than a

feared task. Dogs do not judge, criticize or laugh at mistakes.”

subject suited superior sustained

pain paradox pleasure preservation

One day, though, a woman said to him, “What’s your dog doing in here?”

Such a complaint was made to the dog control officer, who was then forced

to act. “Coming to the library was banned, and I was quite upset, as were

the others,” said Mr Quinn.



Quaker, a 3 year old German shepherd,

is a listening post for customers who ask some questions about books at

Westport’s public library in New Zealand.

after passing a set of strict tests for checking how she will interact with the

children and adults in the library, plays a role of listener for the kids reading.

listens to the young readers carefully and can judge whether their readings

are well done or not.

Mr Gregg Quinn, a 66 year old man,

reported on the ‘reading to dogs’ program at Westport’s public library in

New Zealand as a retired journalist.

regularly sits down at the library and reads the newspaper for two hours

with his pet waiting for him outside.

was asked to participate in the ‘reading to dogs’ program at Westport’s

public library as the owner of Quaker.

Ms Clenda Wockner, the district librarian,

thinks dogs are suitable for a ‘reading to dogs’ program in which they

listen carefully to children reading at their own pace.

found through her own experience that children who read aloud to a dog

regularly increase in reading fluency rapidly.

doesn’t want to introduce a ‘reading to dogs’ program because there are

many people who object to allowing pets in the library.





I think my identity is to anybody

else.

being identical me from

prevents what

It is amazing the rest of one’s life.

how things will affect one’s childhood

that happen in

In the cinema, you have to the

darkness for a moment.

accustomed your eyes let

to get



All practice.

left into is to

put it that’s

What can we into Ukraine?

stop Russia’s to

military invasion do


